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About This Content

This pack contains 10 skins. Unlocks the additional Dark Warrior skin for each playable character.

Frighten your enemies and crush them with style!

 Elian Dark Warrior

 Thorgrim Dark Warrior

 Pod Dark Warrior

 Melinda Dark Warrior

 Trashkarog Dark Warrior

 Rose Dark Warrior

 Odessa Dark Warrior

 Franck Dark Warrior
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 Anemhutep Dark Warrior

 Elvire Dark Warrior
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Title: Dungeon Rushers - Dark Warriors Skins Pack
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Goblinz Studio
Publisher:
Goblinz Studio
Franchise:
Dungeon Rushers, Goblinz Studio
Release Date: 24 Mar, 2017
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Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 1,3 GHz CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT 440 or AMD Radeon HD 5550 w/ 512 MB

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,Russian,Italian,Portuguese
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This is a very beautiful game and it looks like it's a labor of love. The visuals are EXTREMELY pretty! The sound track is some
of the best tunes I've heard in a video game. The story can be a tear-jerker! The gameplay.... ehhhhhhhh, trial and error. LOTS
of trial and error. The stage design punishes you for not knowing the layout(mainly because spikes are a REALLY cheap
difficulty tool), and you get some redundant abilities(you go from wall jump, to wall climbing). It has it's audience(masochists)
and it's pretty decent. It's worth a play just to see how it plays. I just finished OatBF:DE as a different user on my computer, so
a lot of hours didn't register. I practically 100% the game by getting all of the life and energy orbs and mastered the entire skill
tree. Would I do it again? No. Would I try a demo of the sequel, probably.

God, I wish the rating system wasn't so binary.. Because we don't need this "console wars" bulls***.. I wasn't able to play for
longer than 5 minutes. Hard crash every time on a Smokin Fast system. Forza wide open. No way to invert axis for backwards
pedals. Hope it gets better upon full release.. The game just simply plays horribly.. Fun if you want to play some stages in
singleplayer or "city mode".
Other than that though the game is extremely P2W. The stats on the shop items are insane.
I managed to reach 268 health because i won 1000 teeth on my 2nd spin and i fought people with 350-450 health on duel mode.
Even if they fail the first 5 times they can still beat you after that if you fail 3-4 times.
At least the prices are not insane like other mobile type games of its kind as far as i've seen. You can still have some fun even
with duel mode or single player and have it run in the background while you play something else.

Another negative thing is that its community is "dead" so you have to wait in queue for 1-2 minutes maybe , sometimes less , to
find an opponent to play. I have 8 wins / 10 defeats so far so not too bad i guess.

As someone else said in another review , great for when you are bored.. You can buy it for the achievements.
All the girls have the same abs, lol.
. I'm not recommending this game on the basis that the developers have clearly stated that this isn't a game that requires
roomscale and it clearly is. I have a playspace of around 8 x 6. Enough room to play The Golf Club VR without issue, but not
enough room to play Everyday Golf for 2 reasons.

First, you can't reposition yourself in the game world without physically moving in the real world, as you can in TGC.

Secondly, for some reason, the developers think it's a good idea to position you almost on top of the ball when hitting longer
clubs and 6 feet from the ball when you're hitting wedges, which makes absolutely no sense at all and requires that you take at
least 4 steps back when using the driver and 4 steps forward when hitting your putter. This is regardless of how you set up your
playspace and your standing position.

Refunded.

I may revisit this when the developers get a clue and provide the basic functions required in VR, like recentering\/repositioning
etc...

If you have a roomscale setup, the golf itself isn't bad, but is incredibly arcadey. If you enjoyed games like Links and The Golf
Club, this probably isn't for you. If you enjoyed games like Neo Turf Masters and Irem Skins Game then you'll probably get a
lot of fun out of this.

The game also has a shop. I don't know if real cash is involved but at \u00a329.99 it better \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing not
be.

Played on Oculus Rift with Touch.. Absolute garbage.
I went into this with the thought that it would be a freerunning super speed simulator.
It isn't. It's clunky, unresponsive and just through-and-through terrible.. A pretty good Arcade Racer, excellent for the price of
$0.99 that I paid for it.
Even plays well with the Xbox 360 controller.. After a few years of its release on the console platform, the game finally reaches
Steam.
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The cartoon characters in the game stand out one after another, showing and associating their vibrant colors with their themes
and dancing styles.

Each venue stands out between each other mostly, with unique effects and fireworks going off at the right time to the songs
featured in the game.

Gameplay varies depending on your setup. Of course when it comes to rhythm games, timing is critical. Unfortunately, this
game has no sync settings, which means that you may need to calibrate and adjust your graphics and audio settings in some other
manner. Often times, I have to hit buttons earlier than hearing from the song in order to score a perfect hit.

Until the game gets more popular on Steam, online multiplayer is still very scarce. Considering its popularity on previous
platforms (and more importantly, its age), it's still yet to be determined on whether or not anybody is willing to play online.

If you're a veteran rhythm gamer, you won't have a hard time learning and adapting to the controls and gameplay rules at all.
Considering your experiences, you might find the AI in tournament and skirmish battles to be a little too merciful.

Dance Magic is a nice, light, casual game for the rhythm game fanatic that carries the essences of previously well-known titles
and creates a slightly distinguishable twist on how it can be played, either alone or against others. But its best you only get it if
you find friends who have a common interest.
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This is an emulator + ROM bundle.

But it's a good way to legally have an actually half decent SNES game to play, if a little cheesy in parts. It's meant to be a sequel
to the classic hardcore RPG Drakkhen (Dragon View's name in Japan being "Super Drakkhen") with a focus on a story that's a
lot more action oriented than the original RPG.

It uses Mednafen which is a decent emulator. It has simple control options(supporting controllers), a "Smoothing" filter which
appears to be a simple bilinear filter, and ten save state slots.

If you wanna play this in another emulator, the ROM itself is in "<game folder>\/res\/game" and is a 2MB ROM. I recommend
BizHawk(you'll need to add the ".sfc" extension or it will not load), or higan(extremely accurate emulator, high sysreqs)

It's been modified to remove all the old Kemco branding - I can't quickly tell if it's been patched in any other way(such as bug
fixes etc)

Pros:
emulation is fast and uses a decent enough emulator
no noticeable slowdown
nice backdrop art in fullscreen
Controls are snappy and there's no noticeable input lag

Cons:
Display mode is not 4:3 aspect, game looks squished horizontally.
Only one filtering option - no upscaling filters or retro feel\/CRT filters.
No option to turn off the borders in fullscreen (though they're nice, still no option to turn off)

Verdict: I recommend this, because Dragon View is a good game, and the only complaints I have are with the emulator which I
feel is lacking in features a little. It's well worth the five bucks if you want a legal way to play the game(given you'd be paying
upwards of a hundred bucks for an original cartridge).. I disagree with the "Metroidvania" moniker, but it's still a really fun
game.. nice time killer
really fun though but after maybe a week or less you'll get bored so much. This was an entertaining experience. I thought the
whole time it was going to be gruesome but was pleasantly surprised at the end when instead of gore I was presented with hoke..
Boring and buggy game. Truly, an amazing experience. I actually played this when it was on show at a convention; it was good
then, and it's still good now. A flawless soundtrack, a pulse racing gaming experience, and all around very entertaining.

My only issues have been occasional frame tearing (which, considering I'm using a gaming laptop, is somewhat concerning), and
the fact that I would have preferred to get it on my Xbox One, but it was pulled from the marketplace before I could purchase it.

Thank you anyway; an amazing game that has obviously had heart and soul poured into it.
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